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Arborfield Relief Road Public Consultation

Option C

The route would pass close to 

Kelly’s Farm Scheduled Ancient 

Monument.

The road would result in the loss of 

trees at and sever Moor Copse ancient 

woodland.

The route would need to cross the River Loddon 

flood plain. To satisfy the Environment Agency, the 

road would need to be on a viaduct up to 6m 

above the flood plain. In addition, for any loss of 

the flood plain an equivalent area nearby must be 

provided. The flood mitigation scheme and road 

structure would be very expensive.

06 www.wokingham.gov.uk/arborfieldreliefroad
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Scheduled Ancient Monument. There would be loss of mature trees,

copses and hedgerows generally. The character and quality of the

Farley Hill Farm designated Area of Special Character would be

adversely affected and Farley Hill designated Area of Special

Landscape Importance would be directly and indirectly affected.
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The route would tie into the  proposed 

Shinfield Eastern Relief Road roundabout to 

form a crossroads.

A new roundabout would be formed 

with Swallowfield Road.

Option C would join the A327 Eversley Road 

at the proposed Nine Mile Ride Extension 

roundabout to form a crossroads.
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This map is based on Ordnance Survey material with the 

permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of 

HMSO (c) Crown Copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes 

Crown Copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. 

Wokingham Borough Council Licence No. 100019592.

Scheme Description
Option C would provide a relief road to the west of Arborfield Cross.

It would connect to the proposed Shinfield Eastern Relief Road in the

north and to the proposed Nine Mile Ride Extension in the south.

Because of its length and long sections without a junction, this road

would have a derestricted speed limit (60mph).

The road link would connect directly to the Shinfield Eastern Relief

Road, providing some relief to Arborfield Road between Arborfield

Cross and Shinfield. However it is only likely to remove through

traffic from Arborfield Cross between Reading, Shinfield, Eversley

and Hampshire. All other traffic, including a proportion of Arborfield

Garrison traffic, would continue through the village.

Because of its long length and well-spaced junctions, the road would

have a high speed limit. As a consequence, more traffic is attracted

to the A327 corridor, increasing overall traffic volumes in the area in

general and through Eversley in particular.

The scheme would have a significantly greater cost than alternative

options and would take considerably longer to construct. It would

have a significant impact on the River Loddon flood plain, Moor

Copse ancient woodland and affect the setting of Kelly’s Farm
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